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The consequences of the COVID-19 crisis
An opportunity to pause and reflect
Ø What exactly were we trying to achieve in
the classroom and now outside of it?
Ø Learning processes vs learning outcomes !
Ø Transfer existing knowledge via distant learning?
Ø Educate and prepare the young generation for

tomorrow’s challenges?
On June 7, 2020 - UNESCO

Not only a fix to a temporary issue
üAn opportunity to transform higher education
for the benefit of All !
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The WB-ACE taskforce’s proposal
In the context of COVID-19 and the closure of many universities
(especially face-to-face lectures), WB and AAU are organising:
§

Free access to MOOCs and Open Educational Resources (OER) available on
global educational platforms: Coursera, edX, FUN, IBM

§

Training for professors on how to integrate MOOCs and OER in their
existing courses.

§

Coaching for professors who wish to integrate MOOCs and OER in the
different stages of their online pedagogical scenario (lesson plan).
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Training content
4 modules presented as an online course on Moodle.
It includes:
§

4 webinars on the use and integration of online educational resources in
your courses.

§

Resources: MOOCs / OER and resources related to instructional design
online.

§

Coaching: from July 20 onwards in online forums on the topics covered by
the webinars.
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Objectives of this webinar
§

Develop a common vocabulary on key concepts linked to
online pedagogy and the integration of MOOCs and OER.

§

Review different types and modalities of digital education.

§

Identify the types and modalities best adapted to your courses.

§

Adapt the formulation of your learning objectives and
pedagogical scenario to integrate MOOCs/OER into an existing
course.
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Overview of the presentation
§

Different types of e-learning and their advantages and
limitations

§

Integration of MOOC and/or OER

§

Key pedagogical elements of e-learning

§

Example of a MOOC’s content and structure

§

Next steps and calendar

§

Questions
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Different types of e-learning
E-learning: “e-Learning is the use of network technology to design,
deliver, select, administer and extend learning” Elliott Masie, 1999
Different types of e-learning:
§ Synchronous – learners and the instructor interact in real time, but

from different locations.
§ Asynchronous – self-paced online learning. If there is an instructor,

s/he is not interacting in real time.
§ Blended learning – combination of online and face-to-face learning.
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Advantages and limitations of e-learning
Advantages
§ Convenient and flexible
§ Consistency and quality of learning
§ Overview of participation and successful integration of key concepts
§ Active learning, especially for learners who do not participate much in face-

to-face classes (e.g. forum).
Limitations
§ Dependent on (good) internet connection
§ Not for every discipline
§ Developing online courses takes time and resources
§ Requires self-discipline, self-motivation and time management skills
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Integration of a MOOC/OER
Different modalities of integration
From learning exclusively face-to-face to exclusively online, the OER can
be used according to the following blended learning modalities:

Tyler-Smith, K. (2010) A Blended Learning Approach, Keith Tyler-Smith's eLearning Blog
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Integration of a MOOC/OER
Different levels of integration
Total integration
Partial integration

Activity
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Key pedagogical elements of e-learning
Flipped classroom
The reverse of traditional teaching practices: students are introduced to new content at home and
practice in class.

F – FLEXIBLE ENVIRONMENT
L – LEARNING CULTURE
I – INTENTIONAL CONTENT
P – PROFESSIONAL EDUCATOR
Source: flippedlearning.org

Source: Thyatt (2018) Using ClassPace in a Flipped Classroom | Odysseyware
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Key pedagogical elements of e-learning
Pedagogical scenario (lesson plan)
“A pedagogical scenario is:

§ the execution of a learning activity
§ the definition of objectives,
§ the planification of tasks,
§ the description of the learners’ tasks and
§ the means of evaluation”
Lando, 2003
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Key pedagogical elements of e-learning
Content chunking strategies
Classify
and
prioritise
course
content

Efficiently
group
course
content

Organise
your
information

Adapted from Pappas (2013)

§ Classify and prioritise what is essential to learn.
§ Group content into modules and then sections according to
themes/topics.
§ Organise information according to a rational flow from basic or
broad concepts to more complex ones.
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Key pedagogical elements of e-learning
Learning objectives
§ Learning objectives define what you want your learners to be able

to do at the end of the training (course, exercise, etc.).
§ A learning objective is not an educational purpose.
§ Educational purposes define what the professor wishes to

cover (content) and how (methods, progress).
§ However, learning objectives define the objectives from the

point of view of the learners. In other words what they will
be able to do as a result of learning.
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Key pedagogical elements of e-learning
Learning objectives – example of MATLAB and Octave for beginners
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Key pedagogical elements of e-learning
Learning objectives – example of MATLAB and Octave for beginners
Difference between a learning objective and an educational purpose
Educational purpose of the professor:
§ The course aims to introduce the software Octave and MATLAB to students
following a numerical analysis course.
Learning objectives from the point of view of the learners:
By the end of the course, the learner will be able to:
§ “Work with vectors and matrices.”
§ “Process text files containing data.”
§ “Manipulate plots and figures and save them to pdf or jpg.”
§ “Use scripts and functions.”
§ “Write small interactive programs.”
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Key pedagogical elements of e-learning
Learning objectives
§

To define the learning objectives of your course, start by asking yourself what your learners
should be capable of knowing and/or doing following the course.

§

It will lead to the definition of the general (primary) objective of the course (i.e. the expected
results of the learning).

General objectif

“At the end of the (online or blended learning) course, the learner will be
able to”

Example: At the end of the course, the learner will be able to use the software Octave and MATLAB to
write functions, calculate vectors and matrices and plot graphical representations of results.
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Key pedagogical elements of e-learning
Learning objectives
§

“Through which intermediary steps do my learners have to go through to reach this
objective?”

§

This will define the secondary objectives and as a result:
§

your ‘chunks’ (the content and activities) and

§

pedagogical methods to enable your learners to reach these objectives.

Secondary objectives

« At the end of the section, the learner will be able to… »

Example: “Work with vectors and matrices.”
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Key pedagogical elements of e-learning
Learning objectives
When you identify the secondary objectives, you should always check their relevance to the general
objective:
§
“Is this learning necessary to reach the general objective of the course?”
§
If the answer is no: this learning, as interesting as it may be, should not be part of this
course (or your general objective needs revising).
Example
General
Objective

At the end of the course, the learner will be able to use the software Octave and
MATLAB.
Secondary objective 2

“Process text files containing data.”

Secondary objective 1

“Work with vectors and matrices.”
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Key pedagogical elements of e-learning
Learning objectives (SMART)
An objective must:
§ reflect an observable behaviour
§ be drafted using measurable action verbs (e.g. write, define, apply, demonstrate …)
To define this action precisely, ask yourself two questions:

1.

In which domain is the learning ?
Cognitif

Knowledge

Affective

Values and attitudes

Psychomotor

Skills
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Key pedagogical elements of e-learning
Learning objectives
2. What is the level of complexity of the learning?
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Key pedagogical elements of e-learning
Pedagogical approaches
§ Describes the approach adopted by the professor to enable learning

and reach his/her pedagogical objective.
The following pedagogical approaches to designing an online course will
be covered during the training:
§ Transmissive approaches – transmit knowledge as a presentation, case

study, detailed example or a demonstration.
§ Individual active approaches – learners play an active role.
§ Collaborative active approaches – learners are brought to collaborate.
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MOOCs and Online training platforms
Four main platforms offering privileged access to online content
1. Coursera (https://www.coursera.org/campus/) – institutional registration required
- over 3’000 courses
- 5’000 codes/university
- Now – Sept. 30
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MOOCs and Online training platforms
Four main platforms offering privileged access to online content
2. edX (https://www.edx.org/covid-19) – institutional registration required
- over 2’500 courses
- 5’000 codes/university
- June 30 reg. limit !
- till course ends
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MOOCs and Online training platforms
Four main platforms offering privileged access to online content
3. FUN (France Université Numérique) MOOCS (https://fun-blog.fr/funcampus-covid19/instancier-des-mooc-en-spoc-sur-fun-campus/)

- request by e-mail to AAU
- approx. 500 courses
- No student limit
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MOOCs and Online training platforms
4 main platforms offering privileged access to online content
4.1 IBM Africa Skills Academy
primarily for faculty/instructors on emerging IT (AI, Big Data, Blockchain,
Cloud Computing, Cybersecurity, IOT, etc)
4.2 IBM Academic Initiative
free access to IBM resources for training and research
4.3 IBM Digital Nation Africa
fast digital competency training for students with no IT background
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Structure of a MOOC
General information
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Structure of a MOOC
Presentation of a course
§ Lesson/chapter
§ Sections
§ Activities
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Structure of a MOOC
Recorded lesson
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Structure of a MOOC
Exercise and
Summative assessment
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Structure of a MOOC
Discussion forum
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Integrate a MOOC into your course
Fill in the following template for one of your courses
before the next webinar (1 July)
TEMPLATE TO INTEGRATE A MOOC OR OER IN A
PEDAGOGICAL SCENARIO
Please fill in the template based on one of your courses for which you would like to use parts of a MOOC
from the following platform: http://e-learning.seneformation.net

Title of the course
General objective
Target audience
Prerequisites
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Integrate a MOOC into your course
Indicate in which module you are thinking of integrating a MOOC.
• The titles of the modules and learning objectives in your existing course
• The elements of the MOOC, whether it is the entire MOOC, a module or a resource, in BOLD

Module 1

Module 2

Module 3

Module 4

Title of the module

Learning objectives

Title of the MOOC
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Next steps and calendar
§

Identify the MOOC you wish to use on the platforms

§

Fill in the template on integrating a MOOC/OER in your learning scenario (see
the resources linked to module 1)

§

Check out the resources available at: http://e-learning.seneformation.net

§

Participate in discussions in the online forum linked to webinar 1

§

Participate in the next webinar on Wednesday 1 July at 12am GMT on the
theme: The essentials of a learning strategy

